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WITH PARTY CONFERENCE SEASON COMING TO A
CLOSE, THE UK POLITICAL LANDSCAPE AND AT TIMES IT
WOULD SEEM THE WORLD, HAS CONTINUED TO SHIFT IN
SURPRISING DIRECTIONS. THE UNCERTAINTY OVER OUR
WITHDRAWAL FROM THE EU IS NO FURTHER RESOLVED
AS FAR AS THE UK BUSINESS COMMUNITY IS CONCERNED,
BUT IT IS HEARTENING TO SEE US ALL CONSISTENTLY
SEEKING TO CHALLENGE AND ADVANCE OUR THINKING
AROUND HOW WE CONTINUE TO TACKLE THE UK’S
HOUSING CRISIS AND IN PARALLEL, GROW OUR ECONOMY.

We have finally seen the Government’s
proposed approach to calculating the local
housing need, which if implemented has
significant implications for both establishing
housing need and local labour supply across
England. Our Development Economics
(formerly Research) team, together with
our Planning teams are responding to
the consultation document on behalf of a
number of clients and as a Practice, by the
deadline of 9th November. If you would like
us to respond on your behalf, please contact
your local office.
In this edition of Update, a core theme
that has once again come to the fore is the
importance of partnership. Be this in the
realisation of Healthy New Towns, colliery
regeneration or considered growth in second
tier towns. When faced with the challenges
of energy demand and supply plus the need
for Smarter Cities, how is progress possible
without partnership which breaks down
our industry silos and drives collaboration?
These partnerships may be between investors
and the local authority, or an international
technology company and Urban Designers,
but most importantly, they need to be
between us all and the local communities we

are seeking to deliver change for, if we are to
deliver change that is fit for purpose.
A challenge all partnerships of any type
face, is communication. We all play a part in
supporting communication at all levels and
this is no less so within our own companies.
As a business over the last four months,
we have been conducting a perception
audit with a number of our clients, in order
to understand how we are performing,
both in terms of professional delivery and
communication. I would like to take this
opportunity, on behalf of the Practice,
to thank all of you who have very kindly
offered your time to provide a huge amount
of insightful feedback. All the responses
received are already having a significant
impact on how we approach our role in the
industry and work in partnership with you all,
as valued clients and friends of the business
and we look forward to talking further
to many of you about our responses and
approaches going forward.
Finally, congratulations go to Ian Tant, who
retired from Barton Willmore in 2016, who
has recently been elected the RTPI Vice
President in 2018 and will lead the Institute
in 2019.
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NEWS IN SHORT
Harrogate Springs granted permission to expand
As one of Yorkshire’s top brands, Harrogate Springs is
seeing strong growth in sales, so much so that expansion
is required. This summer our Leeds team, supported by
our graphic communication team, submitted and secured
unanimous support for the expansion of their bottling
facility. The proposals will deliver 50,000sqft of floorspace
enabling production expansion and delivering an increase
in employment of 47% during the construction phase. The
scheme could also deliver as much as £1.5m to the local
economy.
Barton Willmore designer elected to RIBA council
This August we celebrated the successful election of
Stephanie Edwards, an Associate Urban Designer in our
London team, to the RIBA London Council. Stephanie
has become one of eight regionally elected London
Councillors; a position that will run for a three-year term.
The Stephen Lawrence Charitable Trust Scholarship
winning designer, who joined Barton Willmore in 2014,
is aiming to help make architecture truly accessible to all
those that can benefit from it.
New homes at Radley College
Architects, Masterplanners, Urban Designers and
Landscape Architects from the Reading office have
submitted an outline planning application to build up to 240
new family homes on behalf of Radley College, alongside
a detailed application for 13 homes for staff. The proposed
development is modelled on the best urban design and
landscape design principles, responding to the form and
character of Radley and its surrounding countryside,
ensuring the new neighbourhood will make a positive and
attractive contribution to the existing village.
Regeneration plans for old Cox and Wyman site
Another truly multi-disciplinary team has been
working with Thames Properties on proposals to
develop the former Cox and Wyman site on Cardiff
Road in Reading. The industrial site which formerly
housed printing company Cox and Wyman, has
been redundant since 2015, will be regenerated
to provide 96 high-quality homes, complementing
the surrounding area.
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‘HEALTHY NEW TOWNS’ JUST ANOTHER ‘INITIATIVE’
OR IS THERE REAL
LEARNING TO BE HAD?
Iain Painting, Partner
“CITIES MAKE YOU SICK” WAS ONE OF THE MANTRAS OF THE GARDEN CITY
MOVEMENT WHICH WAS, IN PART, A REACTION TO THE CHRONIC EFFECTS OF
THE MASS URBANISATION OF THE VICTORIANS. BUT DESPITE THIS, OR INDEED
BECAUSE OF OUR NATIONAL DESIRE TO SUBURBANISE, CITIES CONTINUE TO GROW
AND TO BE THE FOCUS OF MIGRATION. AND IT IS IN OUR CITIES THAT WE SEE, AT A
LARGE SCALE, THE CHALLENGES OF WEALTH AND HEALTH DIFFERENTIATION.

Environmental determinism is, in short,
a belief that we are a product of our
environment. If a city can make you sick,
then surely the converse should also be true?
The need to build more homes and at the
same time, regenerate our failing estates
and breathe new life into cities whose
raison d’etre is no longer evident, presents a
challenge and an opportunity to build better
places: to provide environments that can
maximise life chances and health outcomes
for all who live within them.
This can be added to the ticking time bomb of
an ageing population and child obesity.
The ten demonstrator sites within NHS
England’s Healthy New Towns (HNT) initiative
were announced in March 2016 with the core
objective of embedding healthy lifestyles

into the design and governance of new
communities. The progress of these ten
proposals remain largely under the radar in
the development world. So what challenges
and opportunities have they presented to
date? From our position on three of these
schemes, we believe there is already, from
the processes and decisions being made,
lessons to be learnt. We invited some of the
leading participants in this field to talk us
through the initiative from their perspective.
From project team structure to innovation,
how are these flagship schemes encouraging
healthy, active lifestyles?
Daniel Northam-Jones is the HNT
Programme Lead for NHS England and with
a background in health services, is very
much focused on how they can improve
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upfront collaboration in development and
of the NHS, the developers, community
in turn, efficiencies of service provision.
and research networks. It has also brought
“The NHS is aware of our responsibility
us a small pot of money to support key
to upgrade activity to prevent ill health,
pet projects and ongoing community
as well as develop new care models to
engagement, to ensure we are meeting the
suit a 21st century population. New and
needs of all socio-economic groups, both
enhanced technology is central to improving
within and beyond this new community for
efficiency and effectiveness nationally;
Barking.”
planning services from scratch in new
A key component of HNT’s is the provision
developments offer a fantastic opportunity
of public realm. It was therefore heartening
to improve care for patients and value for
to hear Gary Parsons of Sport England
taxpayers. We believe there are equally
talk about how they are supporting flexible
significant advances to be made by: bringing
design in community
health and social care
leisure facilities, that
together; working with
supports active transport,
local communities to
as much as formal and
FUNDAMENTAL
understand their needs
informal activities. “Public
LESSONS EMERGING
and deliver a sense of
spaces that adapt as people
DO INDEED FOCUS
ownership; and working
and their behaviours
AROUND HOW
with housing designers and
change, a considered
THIS APPROACH
developers to provide the
layout, wayfinding and
CAN BREAK DOWN
right homes in the right
incorporated education
SILOS WITHIN
places.”
programmes in the early
THE PROPERTY
“Our ambition is to test
design process are core
WORLD AND LOCAL
the potential solutions
recommendations we are
GOVERNMENT.
through the demonstrator
already making frequently
projects; what does it really
in new settlement design.”
take to make these things
Finally, we heard from
happen? We want to develop
Steve
Hornblow,
Project
Director at NW
a robust evidence base to support the ideas
Bicester
for
A2Dominion,
who is tackling
in practice and then be able to develop
many
of
these
issues
daily,
during the
guidelines for all new development as a
realisation
of
their
6,000
home
project, set to
result.”
be delivered over the next 30 years.
Fiona Wright is the co-lead for Barking
“All of the factors mentioned have been
Riverside, one of the chosen demonstrators
important in our programme too, but
and a key project for us at Barton Willmore
because we are realising homes on site we
for the last 13 years. “Ensuring we have
have also gone on to really test some of the
the right types of accessible services
solutions. With 40% of our site public realm,
incorporated is a challenge, but we are
it is critical that this space works hard for
also keen to ensure we make the most of
us, supporting well-being and movement
Barking’s assets. We have prize winning
opportunities for everyone. We are also
ecosystems along the River Thames and
specifically designing with climate change in
have fought hard for improvements to our
mind – a 2° temperature increase is expected
transport infrastructure.”
by 2050 - so building fabric and public realm
“So far, the HNT programme has facilitated
needs to work hard to counter this. Modal
unprecedented partnering with a range of
shift needs to reduce the current ‘70% of
Local Authority departments, different arms
Bicester journeys are by car’ statistic and

Daniel Northam-Jones

“

Fiona Wright

”
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Gary Parsons

Steve Hornblow

NW Bicester

be delivered through considered walkable
neighbourhoods and wayfinding, plus adding
on schemes such as free Brompton bikes and
electric car clubs, all combining to deliver a
more active, healthier community.”
Conclusion
So, reflecting on what everyone had to
say and my own experiences at Barking
Riverside and NW Bicester, I would say the
fundamental lessons emerging do indeed
focus around how this approach can break
down silos within the property world and
local government. Partnership is a muchtouted word, but bringing the key parties who
are shaping a community together, before a
masterplan is prescribed, has been hugely
beneficial to these schemes and no doubt all
the HNT demonstrator projects.
As a Planner, this shift in front loading the
scheme delivery is not without its pressures.
We are well placed to draw all these threads

together and write the health framework,
justify the transport infrastructure demands
and develop the public realm strategy, but it
is no small undertaking. Having said that, it is
exciting to be part of such a significant shift
in approach and I firmly believe we all have
much to learn from the HNT successes and,
should they occur, failures. It is fantastic that
those individuals driving these schemes also
feel the same, so hopefully we can continue
to share and learn from each other across all
ten new settlements!
From a purely commercial viewpoint, this
next generation of urban development,
where the Healthy New Town principles
are embedded in design and governance,
coupled together with environmental
sustainability, could well generate a
premium, by becoming the desirable and
socially and environmentally aspirational
choice in much the same way as the original
Garden Cities were intended.
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PAVING THE WAY
FOR POPLAR
LONDON IS MOVING EAST. MORE HOUSING IS BEING BUILT AND MORE
BUSINESSES ARE STARTING UP IN THIS REGION OF THE CITY THAN
ANY OTHER AND, AS A RESULT, THE NEED FOR A QUALITY BUILT
PRODUCT AND IMPROVED CONNECTIVITY HAS ALSO INCREASED.
AREAS THAT WERE ONCE THE INDUSTRIAL DOCKLAND HUBS OF
THE CITY HAVE BECOME EVOLVING NEW COMMUNITIES, OPENING
OPPORTUNITIES FOR A WEALTH OF NEW DEVELOPMENT.
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Located opposite Canary Wharf and
Billingsgate Market, it is easy to see
where ‘Manhattan plaza,’ the new luxury
development by Telford Homes, took its
inspiration. With a nod to New York’s
meatpacking district, the development
offers fantastic views of the River Thames,
Canary Wharf and the City.
One of the key elements to making this
proposal deliverable, however, was
connectivity. As one of the worst hit areas in
London during WWII, Poplar saw a sudden
rise in public housing between the 1950s
and 1980s, changing the urban form and
resulting in an often fragmented network of
streets. Architectural Director, Steve Tapper,
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explains how changing that fragmentation
Associate Architect Caroline Busby, explains:
was key for the development to work. “When
“Manhattan Plaza has been designed
we started on this project five years ago,
for durability, resilience and functional
movement and reconnecting Poplar High
adaptability through the layout and use
street with Canary Wharf needed to be
of high-performance materials.” This has
placed at the heart of the scheme. Using
resulted in the project securing an Excellent
key principles of urban design has helped
BREEAM accreditation.
support a wider move to break
The site’s surroundings
down barriers and integrate
were also hugely influential
these two very different
SITTING
in the design of the main
communities.”
OPPOSITE A
development structure and
SEA OF GLASS
A new lively public square
the detail within it. Sitting
BUILDINGS, THE
serves both as a community
opposite a sea of glass
BRICK FAÇADE
and functional space. Robust
buildings, the brick façade
PROVIDES A
landscaping and seating
provides a clear contrast
CLEAR CONTRAST
emerging from the ground,
to the existing skyline,
TO THE EXISTING
guides the visitor through the
offering an urban texture
SKYLINE.
site under an elevated Aspen
and industrial feel in the

“

Way, whilst also offering them
an opportunity to stop and
enjoy the space. These designs
were carefully considered to meet the needs
of the wider community and complement
existing spaces in the borough.
The development will double the
employment space on the site to 95,000 sqft,
whilst increasing the amount of open public
space to 40,000 sqft. These light industrial
and workspace uses will provide a range
of employment opportunities and deliver
economic growth for the wider community.

”

richly hued brickwork.

Senior Architectural
Technician Amardeep Kundhi has been
a key part of the Poplar team, since she
joined Barton Willmore three years ago
and over the summer led a site visit with
colleagues, to check on progress, as it nears
completion. “During the early design stages,
the curved shapes of the tower reduced the
overshadowing impact on the surrounding
properties, which in turn for us, created some
interesting and challenging floor plates and
shapes to design to. Recessed balconies,

Quality landscaping provides a space for residents to enjoy

Outside seating for residents to enjoy
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The team on site

as opposed to projecting, were used to
increase the security and safety of the
residents. Revit (a Building Information
Modelling programme) has been used
for producing the drawings and it was
also a chosen method for collaborating
with the structural engineers and panel
manufacturers. The model, produced in
Revit, was also used by the client to get
a scale model built, which was then used
during the Manhattan Plaza launch in
both London and Hong Kong. In terms of
construction, precast brick panels not
only improved efficiency during the build
but also shaped the final elevations and
staggering effect of the windows.”
The introduction of a colour ‘pop’ on the
balconies also enlivens the elevations. “By
using colours in a random sequence, we
can follow the stagger of the building and
avoid symmetry,” says Amardeep. “This
breaks up the uniformity of the brickwork,
providing contrast between light and dark,
while floor to ceiling windows maximise
sunlight and views for residents.”
The quality of finish achieved across each
of the development’s buildings - Roosevelt
Tower (tall tower), Delancey Apartments
(middle section) and Penn Court (shorter
tower) – was only possible due to off-site
prefabrication techniques – especially
when using such a small unit size across
such a large expanse - and sped up
delivery.

Above: Pre-fab panels off-site. Below: Installed panels show the ‘pop’ of colour.

MD of Thorp Precast, Harvey Thorp
explains: “One of the major benefits for
adopting precast over more traditional
methods of construction, is the speed at
which panels can be built. We installed
985 panels over a 36-week period, at an
average rate of 5 – 6 panels per day. As
the panels were specifically designed
to incorporate window openings, this
allowed much of the glazing to be preinstalled at Thorp’s factory on the ground,
prior to delivery and installation of the
fully finished panels on site.”
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In total the development will provide 120
luxury flats and 50 social housing units.
Close collaboration with the private sector
landowner, Tower Hamlets Council and
Telford Homes was vital throughout the
process, from the initial concept stages
through to delivery and has resulted in
a smooth and efficient delivery phase.
This collaborative working, along with
the architecture and design, have all

resulted in a development that protects
and enhances the existing housing and
employment opportunities, creating a
longer term sustainable community that
reaches the needs of the current residents
as well as future ones. With Phase 1 nearing
completion, the learnings are already
informing Phase 2 & 3, to ensure that the
development continues to pave the way for a
diverse, well-connected and open Poplar.

MIKE EAGLE
SENIOR
ARCHITECTURAL
ASSISTANT
mike.eagle@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

Early concept
sketch

CAROLINE BUSBY
ASSOCIATE ARCHITECT
caroline.busby@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

Manhattan Plaza marketing suite
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THE REJUVENATED
HEARTS OF YORKSHIRE
COMMUNITIES
Claire Kent, Director

Image courtesy of Harworth

COAL MINES WERE ONCE AT THE HEART OF YORKSHIRE’S
COMMUNITIES. NOW, NEARLY TWO YEARS ON FROM THE CLOSURE
OF THE UK’S LAST DEEP COAL MINE AT KELLINGLEY, THEY ARE BACK
WITH A NEW ROLE; A CENTRE FOR JOBS, RECREATION AND LIVING.
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In recent years we’ve been involved in the
National Coalfields Programme had a big
future transformation of Kellingley into
role to play in colliery regeneration. Yorkshire
a manufacturing & distribution centre;
Forward was instrumental in progressing the
Orgreave Colliery in Rotherham, into
Waverley project, helping to attract the likes
Waverley Advanced Manufacturing Park &
of Boeing, who now have a training centre
Waverley new community (Yorkshire’s largest
on site. They also used an innovative vision,
ever brownfield mixed use development);
working in partnership with the landowner,
Skelton Opencast Coal site into Skelton Gate
local councils and University of Sheffield, for
new community; and the former Waterloo
a sole focus on the advanced manufacturing
Colliery into Temple Green Employment Zone
sector within the park. As a result, rewithin Leed’s Enterprise Zone, but there are
industrialisation has now taken place and
numerous others across Yorkshire and beyond Waverley has become the go-to address
which are similarly re-imagining themselves.
for high-value manufacturers. That pulling
Growing up in the former mining town of
power brings with it the supply chain and
Dinnington, I’m particularly
therefore further jobs and
excited to be involved in
investment. In total, Waverley
putting these spaces back at
is now expected to contribute
SINCE THE
the centre of the community.
£1bn to the local economy
MID-1980’S
during the next 20 years.
Before Kellingley’s closure,
APPROXIMATELY
mining had been declining
Making sure ideas actually
68,000 COAL
from its peak in 1913 and since
take shape is a challenge and
MINING JOBS
the mid-1980s approximately
partnerships between public
WERE LOST
68,000 coal mining jobs were
and private organisations
IN YORKSHIRE
lost in Yorkshire alone. This
are key to driving schemes.
ALONE.
jobs gap in particular, had to
But how does this work in
be addressed – and not just
the absence of the regional
with shiny new business parks,
development agencies?
the regeneration proposed had to link with
Today we do see some involvement from the
communities and offer those within them,
Homes & Communities Agency, but many
real, long-term and accessible prospects.
of my clients and the Local Authorities we
work with feel we are left with a void that
This matching of jobs - in terms of skills and
needs to be filled if we are to continue
quality - to the capabilities and potential
effectively developing these brownfield sites.
of the surrounding communities is a key
Devolution may well be the solution here,
part of the regeneration programme at
but ongoing delays in the deals are causing
Kellingley. A partnership with Selby College
continued frustration.
was established to ensure training provision
to upskill the community and provide
Progress in the establishment of a South Tees
linked STEM support for those making
Mayoral Corporation in the North East and
their way through the education system is
its aim to regenerate the former steelworks
fully accessible to all. On a project design
site at Redcar, is an encouraging parallel. The
level this accessibility goes right down to
Corporation is the first outside of London
where apprenticeships are taking place and
and if the model catches on, it could be
ensuring these locations are fully accessible
exactly the type of organisation required to
via corresponding transport plans.
help us instigate the regeneration of former
colliery sites.
Successfully progressing regeneration
Organisations like Harworth Group are also
In addition to the landowners, the former
driving this type of regeneration, working
regional development agencies and the
closely with Local Enterprise Partnerships

“

”
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But it’s not all about business parks
New settlements – as well as housing sites
like those being developed by Harworth in
Barnsley, Pontefract and Skelton Gate, with
1,800 homes, a school and local centre - show
housing is an important part of the story.
Community engagement with those who
surround these sites is crucial to progress
and inclusiveness. At Waverley, this has also
meant bringing in initiatives like ‘Well North’
– a partnership project that aims to improve
health and wellbeing by offering mental
health services and support in lifestyle
choices, available to everyone in the regional
community, not just new residents.
The character of the place we deliver is
also important. Though people do want
recognition of the heritage, nobody has

ever said they want the colliery completely
preserved. Harworth has been particularly
good at reflecting the history in the design
of schemes, the architecture and the public
realm.
People are and always will be at the centre
of these schemes and it’s right their roots
are proudly remembered. Homes, jobs and
infrastructure must all cater for this to make
such significant regeneration successful.

“

WAVERLEY IS
NOW EXPECTED
TO CONTRIBUTE
£1BN TO THE
LOCAL ECONOMY
DURING THE NEXT
20 YEARS.

”

Looking Forward
The need to regenerate and transform
brownfield sites, whether it be former
mining sites, major industrial areas or former
shipyards for a whole range of new uses,
will continue across the region and beyond.
Examples of best practice and lessons learnt
through the visionary and masterplanning
process, delivery models, stakeholder
engagement and feedback should be shared
and developed; in order for us to deliver
communities with a lasting legacy that
everyone involved can be proud of.

Image courtesy of Harworth

and local authorities to source national and
regional funding and deliver a sustainable,
one-team approach that has secured great
success so far.
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THE UK’S 2ND TIER CITIES
A FAVOURED APPROACH
TO DEVELOPMENT?
Jenni Montgomery, Business Development Director
ACROSS THE UK WE HAVE MANY DOMINANT, WELL-ESTABLISHED CITIES,
FROM MANCHESTER TO GLASGOW, LEEDS TO CAMBRIDGE, AROUND WHICH
MUCH OF THE DEVELOPMENT INDUSTRY CHAT FOCUSES, BUT WHAT ABOUT
THE CONTRIBUTION OF OUR SECOND TIER OF CITIES? WHAT PETERBOROUGH
IS TO CAMBRIDGE, BOLTON IS TO MANCHESTER, SWANSEA IS TO CARDIFF?
Many countrywide have much to offer,
despite of and in addition to, their often
overbearing neighbour and are vital to us
successfully delivering sustainable economic
growth countrywide. But how do they
harness these opportunities and how can a
Local Authority or even our new emerging
Metro Mayor’s support them effectively?

Here we look at three ‘second tier’ cities,
whose Local Authorities have taken a proactive
approach to growth, albeit in varying ways, to
understand not only how they have approached
it and what might be learnt, but also to
understand how their activity is shaping the
emerging development opportunities within
their city, for investors and developers.

Wolverhampton interchange
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THE WOLVES OF WOLVERHAMPTON
As part of the West Midlands city region,
Wolverhampton presented a hugely exciting
and commercially astute opportunity to
the market at MIPIM 2017. A City ‘open
for business’, they have big ideas about
how they wish to drive enhancement
and transformation. We experienced this
approach first hand, with our early 2017 bid
for the Wolverhampton Interchange project,
an unusually dynamic opportunity for
contemporary architecture and innovation.
We didn’t win, but the appetite of the Local
Authority caught our attention.
It’s not unfair to say that Wolverhampton
has a perception of mediocrity for many
of us. Historically built on manufacturing
strengths, it suffered industrial decline in
the 80s, as they lost British Steel. Today,
located only 12 miles from Birmingham,
their aim is to feed off its success and into
its infrastructure, while also building on
their legacy of stunning Victorian listed
architecture and waterways and as a home to
12% of the UK’s aerospace industry.
I sought a chat with Tim Johnson, their
Strategic Director of Place, to see what role
the Local Authority is playing in the City’s
development programme. “Over the last five
years, we have had to build our own market,”
says Tim. “Investors weren’t bashing our door
down for opportunities post recession, but
our role has certainly been one of enabler,
utilising both our public land and assembling
land opportunities that are sufficiently large
and focused on outcome, that will deliver
real regeneration value. On the back of our

2030 visioning process as a city, we realised
we had to be boldly interventionist, look to
de-risk and project our ambitions and ensure
we build on the City’s strengths and natural
assets, while also striving to create ‘normal’
market conditions. We are committed to
a whole ‘Place approach’ - getting all the
pieces of the jigsaw in place in a high quality,
sustainable way.”
“We are, for example, very much still a
manufacturing City, but our focus within this
has shifted. Our strategy is to strengthen
the thriving aerospace sector, while in
tandem support some of the other unique
and innovative manufacturing techniques
growing in and around some of the big
players in this and other sectors.” But this
doesn’t just happen. Tim highlights that
“visionary people made this possible - the
ambitious council members and people
within this Local Authority and the Vice
Chancellor at the University who know the
commercial reality of the property industry
are all contributing. Being part of the
Metro Mayor’s combined authority has also
brokered a reality and relationship across our
three core cities. We want to complement
Birmingham’s offer, in all sorts of ways and
use our proximity as a benefit.”
Alongside this, the Black Country LEP has
been intrinsic in financially supporting
the delivery of key infrastructure to unlock
sites and plugging cost and value gaps for
development, subject to a strong evidence
base that Tim and his team have worked hard
to understand and deliver.

Wolverhampton Population Projections (source: Experian Goad)
POPULATION IN 2011
253,450

POPULATION BY 2031
279,916

+16%

40

POPULATION
PER Ha
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As Tim and his colleague Paul Lakin,
Head of City Development, talked me
through the masterplan, it’s clear there
are many ambitions and sites still to come
forwards. “The residential opportunity in
Wolverhampton is of equal importance to
employment for us, if we are going to deliver
a sustainable City,” adds Paul. “Key sites
offer great natural and built environment
assets for developers to get their teeth
into. With virtually no residential within the
ring road, we need to get this aspect right
and we need it to be cross-generational, to
offer day and night time populations, and a
diversity of product that appeals to families,
the elderly and the young. Yes, we would like
PRS operators to come and talk to us but not

if you are focusing on young professionals
alone for example, plus public realm is
equally important in its realisation.”
At Wolverhampton, through local leadership,
vision and a willingness to collaborate, the
door certainly is open for business, but is
also very much in the control of the Local
Authority. Urban & Civic, Benson Elliott and
the international investors at the football
stadium, to name a few, all understand
this and are making it stack up. Tim and
Paul know what their City needs and they
will collaborate, they will partner and they
will de-risk, but in return they will expect
innovative ideas and longevity of product.
Not too much to ask I think?
www.investwolverhampton.com

Part of our submission for the Wolverhampton Interchange Design Competition
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“

VISIONARY
PEOPLE MADE THIS
POSSIBLE...THE VC
AT THE UNIVERSITY,
AMBITIOUS COUNCIL
MEMBERS AND
PEOPLE WITHIN THIS
LOCAL AUTHORITY
WHO KNOW THE
COMMERCIAL
REALITY OF
THE PROPERTY
INDUSTRY ARE ALL
CONTRIBUTING.

”

THE LIONS OF READING
Sitting at the end of
the Elizabeth Line
as of 2019, Reading
lies in the very large
shadow of London
and is soon to be
even more tightly
bound to the Capital
by this core infrastructure project. Perhaps,
unlike Wolverhampton, it has the market,
land values and opportunities to attract
developers of all types, but there is no Metro
Mayor, nor, if we’re honest, does it thrive on
a culture of cross-boundary collaboration.
Instead it lies within the confines of a tightly
bounded unitary authority and at an earlier
stage in the process than Wolverhampton has
taken on.

Reading UK. “Opportunities which frame how
we can build on our existing assets to reach
a long-term goal of a smart and sustainable
city by 2050.” With the ambition established,
going forwards real opportunities could
well be proactively and collaboratively
identified, coordinated, honed and driven
by the Local Authority and participants in
the Reading market, similar to those seen in
Wolverhampton. As a City with ambition and
drive, there is an agenda to feed in to and
help shape, while also ensuring development
proposals become part of the bigger whole
and therefore succeed in the long term.
Again, it doesn’t seem a lot to ask?
www.reading2050.co.uk
www.facebook.com/reading2050
#Reading2050

Here, bridging the gap between those who
have and those who don’t, is a daily trial for
the Council Members, with budgets ever
tightening, so it is heartening to see them
positively engaging in a ‘Vison’ making
process, to drive enthusiasm and energy
around the City’s (in all but name) future, its
economic prospects and potentially begin to
remedy the issues faced, over the long term.
The Reading 2050 Vision has been a core
part of Barton Willmore’s work in the city
over the last three years, alongside the
University of Reading and Reading UK and it
is set to be launched in October. “The Vision
sets out some fantastic, bold opportunities
for the city, that have been driven by local
business people, investors and the wider
community,” says Nigel Horton-Baker of

Reading Population Projections (source: Experian Goad)
POPULATION IN 2011
179,906

POPULATION BY 2031
203,114

+19%
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THE DEEWOK OF DUNDEE
From these two City-wide approaches,
to a far more focused approach in one
of Scotland’s second tier cities, Dundee.
Historically a hub of jute, jam and journalism,
the city lost out heavily to Aberdeen in the
70s oil boom – if the opportunity had been
grabbed, it could have been the North Sea
Capital.
The City’s development took a radical turn
in 2001, when the City Council launched the
Dundee Waterfront Masterplan. Visionary it
most certainly was, setting out an ambition
to propel the City to international acclaim
as ‘a world leading waterfront destination
for visitors and businesses through the
enhancement of its physical, economic and
cultural assets.’
Today the £1bn investment programme to
regenerate said waterfront is the third most
active in the UK, encompassing 240 hectares
of development land and stretching some
8km alongside the River Tay, all of which is
expected to deliver circa 7,000 new jobs for
the City.
With the Victoria and Albert Museum
development, a new station well progressed

on site and the Royal Town Planning
Institute voting the project the best place in
Scotland in 2014 (quite an accolade when
it’s still being built!), this project shows
again that bold ideas by a Local Authority
can drive change. Whether this is the right
change for Dundee as a city is a question
that a number of those in the industry have
posed in recent years. Mike Galloway of
Dundee City Council, who has been a key
figurehead of the programme since 1997,
is today frequently found driving the wider
residential opportunities for development
needed to entice and accommodate the
growing workforce they wish to achieve. The
City is working equally hard to ensure that
renewables don’t go the same way as the oil
industry, and instead become a key resource
for employment in the City.
The Waterfront is certainly offering
transformational change, but will it support
the existing population economically and
drive the growth they want? Only time will
tell, but again it could be a great time to get
involved.
www.dundeewaterfront.com

Dundee Population Projections (source: Experian Goad)
POPULATION IN 2011
127,690

POPULATION BY 2031
147,357

+15%

37

POPULATION
PER Ha

Reflecting on each of these examples, we can see a varying focus in ambition, but also a
consistent understanding of the need for leadership. Second tier cities need this if they
are going to step out of the shadows and thrive on proximity as well as their own assets
and identity. Let’s hope the emerging Metro Mayors understand the role they can play in
this and further second tier cities without this overarching support and can also start to
proactively respond. Having numerous markets to choose from, as a developer, is a nice
problem to have after all!
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CABINS IN THE WILD
WITH A RECENT GROWTH IN MICRO-ARCHITECTURE – SMALL, COMPACT
AND SOMETIMES EVEN MOBILE PLACES TO WORK, LIVE AND PLAY,
COMPACT SPACES CAN BE PROVIDED FOR EVEN THE LEAST OUTDOORSY
TOURISTS TO COMBINE THE EXPERIENCE AND CONNECTION TO NATURE
CAMPING PROVIDES, WITHOUT SACRIFICING THE COMFORTS OF HOME.

Image courtesy of Epic Retreats

This was an idea at the heart of our ‘Little Dragon’ design – one of
eight winners in the Epic Retreats competition, a pioneering project
for the first pop-up, portable hotel celebrating the best Wales has
to offer. Our Architecture team talk us through their designs and the
challenges that come from providing micro-comforts….

DESIGN HIGHLIGHT

Our Little Dragon glamping cabin
forms part of an eight-piece ensemble
comprising a range of exciting and unique
designs that reflect Welsh mythology,
place and culture, all offering a variety of
truly unique experiences.
WILL THOMAS
ARCHITECTURAL
ASSISTANT
will.thomas@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

The infamous Welsh Dragon is represented
through the trip structure on which the
cabin sits - much like a dragon’s foot, while
the industrial aesthetic of coal mining in
the region is reflected in the materials
and form. The original design
concepts also included a steel
Celtic knotwork door, but
during the build process
this was omitted in order
to make way for a more
efficient and compact
design in line with our
micro-home ethos.

TOM MACKLEN
ASSOCIATE ARCHITECT
tom.macklen@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

NICK COLLINS
PARTNER
nick.collins@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

DESIGN HIGHLIGHT

Images courtesy of Epic Retreats

We focused on creating a hikers’ retreat,
which provides some of the functionality
and luxury of home in the wilderness of
Wales. Creating both a functional and
comfortable place to live and rest within
such a small space led to a range of design
challenges. Part of the solution came
from a conceptual separation between
a generous upper floor and a more
functional lower floor. Upstairs, a round
bed fills the entirety of the space, with a
panoramic glazed lantern creating a light
and airy feel and the wide views allowing
the user to immerse themselves in the
expansive landscape.

“

WE CREATED A
HIKERS RETREAT,
PROVIDING
SOME OF THE
FUNCTIONALITY
AND LUXURY OF
HOME IN THE
WILDERNESS OF
WALES.

”

The lower floor utilises space-saving
storage solutions and precision cut
furniture, tailored to fit the curved walls.
Connecting these two spaces is a ladder,
leading to an innovative and playful cabin,
with a distinctive upright form.
DESIGN HIGHLIGHT

The excitement surrounding the design
competition has been building over the
year, the highlight being its inclusion in
Channel 4’s series ‘Cabins in the Wild,’
which showcased all eight designs
and their journeys to delivery. It’s been
fantastic to see national coverage of this
initiative, which showcases not only Wales’
beauty, but the power of individualistic
and creative architecture to deliver
something unique for visitors.
We are very proud to have been one of the
winners, it’s been great to see our vision
come to life and we look forward to seeing
how these concepts can further develop
a place in the leisure, tourism and even
residential industries.
To see more of our Leisure and Tourism projects
visit www.bartonwillmore.co.uk/Sectors/Leisure

Images courtesy of Epic Retreats

Will Thomas and Tom Macklen on site with Dick Strawbridge from Cabins in the Wild

DESIGN HIGHLIGHT

THE CHALLENGES OF
URBAN INTENSIFICATION
Matthew Chard, Partner and Patrick Clark and Greg Mahon, Associate Landscape Planners
URBAN INTENSIFICATION IS MOVING UP THE AGENDA AS ONE POTENTIAL,
ALBEIT PARTIAL, SOLUTION TO THE UK’S EVER-GROWING HOUSING
CRISIS, CREATING DEVELOPMENTS THAT NOT ONLY HELP US MEET THE
DEMAND FOR SUSTAINABLE URBAN LIVING, BUT ALSO BENEFIT OUR
EXISTING SKYLINES AND THE CHARACTER OF OUR URBAN AREAS.
However, negative experiences of past urban
intensification are readily found. Sporadic and
poorly-designed development of tall buildings
has, in places, undermined our townscape
in a number of ways, including: overbearing
buildings, surrounded by alienating, cardominated space; blocking key views or
disrupting important silhouettes; creating
conflicting land uses; confusing the legibility
of urban areas and intensifying development
where there is limited infrastructure to serve it.
These problems have contributed to a stigma of
intensification in the form of tall buildings.

However, as planners and designers, we still
firmly believe urban intensification can not
only assist in solving the housing crisis, it
can benefit a city’s character and skyline.
The National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF), borne out by local planning policies,
provides planning imperatives to promote the
vitality of urban areas, creates opportunities
to enhance the character and distinctiveness
of an area and the way it functions, whilst
providing appropriate and high-quality
design that integrates with its environment.

PATRICK CLARK
ASSOCIATE
LANDSCAPE PLANNER
patrick.clark@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

The desire to pursue urban intensification

North Bristol skyline: prominent
buildings accentuating ridgelines
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Location and land use: How can the function of the
development complement, rather than conflict with
the way the surrounding townscape is used? For
example, siting residential development adjacent to
new or proposed transport links or retail facilities
and maximising the opportunities for integration of
the development with such facilities, as relevant.

successfully is evident through the increase in
townscape and visual impact assessments we are
undertaking in cities across the country, typically
involving built forms of substantial scale, even if not
particularly tall in relation to their surroundings.
To avoid a number of the past problems already noted
when intensifying development, we undertake a
comprehensive analysis of the context, from macro
to micro level, which in turn assists in establishing
how the built form can best be accommodated. Here
we take you through the themes typically considered
and some recent schemes supported.

Image courte

sy of Realm Co

mmunications

Sense of place: Can
new development
unlock the essential
character of a
place, such as that
demonstrated in
Wandsworth town
centre, London and
Temple Way, Bristol,
where riverside
developments are
opening access to
the waterfront for
the public?

Image courtesy of Sergison Bates

Wider townscape setting: How does
the development integrate within the
wider townscape setting, particularly
where there is a prevailing texture
and harmony in panoramic views of
the townscape, such as in Sidmouth
or Harpenden. In these instances,
progression in scale and use of massing
articulation can enable substantial built
form to be successfully accommodated
in the townscape context.

Architects

Topography: How does the urban area respond
to landform and watercourses and are there
opportunities to enhance the legibility of these
features, or will development obscure them? This is
particularly relevant in cities such as Bristol, where
ridgelines are defining features; where rivers form key
arteries through the urban area, like Bath or London;
or where a gap in a line of hills is the reason for
settlement, such as in Guildford or Redhill.

The Wandsworth Tower Wor
(for Baylight Properties) kshop

n

de
l House, Harpen
James Marshal
e)
(for PegasusLif
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lm Communications
Image courtesy of Rea

Character: How does the
distinctiveness of the
prevailing townscape constrain
scale and style of built form,
like in locations such as
Georgian Bath or medieval
Lichfield? Conversely, a lack
of coherence or distinctive
character in the vicinity
can provide opportunities
to define a new townscape
character and sense of place,
for example at Abbey Wood in
south-east London.

Upper Bristol Road, Ba

th (for PegasusLife)

Image courtesy of Step

hen Hughes 3D

Gateways and routes: Can built form at key nodal points,
such as on the Dublin Road at the southern edge of Belfast
city centre, or at the end of the dual carriageway on the
northern approach to Portsmouth, reinforce the sense of
arrival in the heart of an urban area?

st (for Richland Group)

Bankmore Square, Belfa
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Legibility: Can substantial
built form provide useful
signposting in an urban area,
to denote where the centre of
a neighbourhood or activity
point is located for example,
amid a predominantly
domestic scale of suburban
development? This is
being seen in many areas
of intensification around
London, including Ealing,
Southall and Walthamstow,
but also in other locations
including Sutton Coldfield
and Harpenden.

Using these themes of
White Paper’s call for
analysis, the design of
urban intensification
URBAN
development proposals
around nodal points,
INTENSIFICATION
can be influenced,
which doesn’t leave a blot
CAN NOT ONLY
accompanied by compelling
on our urban landscape
ASSIST IN SOLVING
arguments that consider
or destroy the existing
THE HOUSING CRISIS,
the scheme at a townscape
urban fabric. This is a
IT CAN BENEFIT A
level. The rationale for a
key test when looking
CITY’S CHARACTER
certain scale and style
to support and defend
AND SKYLINE.
of development can be
substantial built forms
founded on a combination
and the contribution
of these factors and this
they can make. As Local
comprehensive level of
Authorities develop
consideration can provide the basis for a
strategies for urban intensification, we are
transparent and balanced judgement of
seeking to work alongside them, considering
adverse and beneficial impacts.
the opportunities and constraints available
from a townscape and visual perspective and
Applying this technique at a city scale could
will keep you posted on progress.
allow us to respond positively to The Housing

“

”

MATTHEW CHARD
PARTNER
matthew.chard@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

GREG MAHON
ASSOCIATE
LANDSCAPE PLANNER
greg.mahon@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

Lichfield: intensification on approach to city centre

Hayes and Harlington: mixed use regeneration around transport node
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DESERT ISLAND DESIGNS
OUR INTERNATIONAL TEAM OFTEN WORK ON DIFFERENT
AND UNUSUAL PROJECTS, BUT PROVIDING A MASTERPLAN
AND DESIGNS FOR THE INTERNATIONAL CAMEL FESTIVAL
IN SAUDI ARABIA, HAS TO BE ONE OF THE MOST UNUSUAL.
The King Abdulaziz Camel Festival is one of
the biggest in the calendar and in March this
year it welcomed more than 35,000 visitors
a day to Al Sayaheed, a small village in the
Rumah governorate of Riyadh province. The
location was for centuries a meeting point
for camel caravans arriving from all points
on the Arabian Peninsula, carrying goods
and trading animals. This year’s festival
particularly grabbed the international
headlines, due to the staggering £34m prize
fund on offer for winning camels.

What is surprising about this festival
however, was the timeline to deliver it.
In January 2017, our designers were
commissioned, in partnership with Saudibased Omrania, to masterplan a ‘still to
be confirmed’ site capable of hosting the
festival and its 54,000 camel guests and
numerous VIPs, across the 27 day festival,
within temporary, tented buildings.
Having worked on a number of international
projects such as, the Dammam Botanical
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Gardens, the King Abdullah International
Gardens and recently the King Abdul Aziz
Road, the team had a fantastic foundation of
knowledge to apply to the challenging project.
But to achieve the project organisers’ ambition
of hosting a ‘camel festival that would beat all
others,’ they needed to get under the skin of
camel festivals specifically. The team therefore
began the project with a number of research
trips to established venues in Qatar, Dubai and
the Al Wathba Camel Race Track in Abu Dhabi.
“A key decision informed by the research
was the selection of a suitable site,”
highlights Urban Designer, George Man,
“and for this we needed to ensure it met the
requirements of the camels! Our original site
was predominantly gravel, but we quickly
heard how camels prefer sitting on sand
and therefore switching to an adjacent
predominantly sandy site was a crucial first
step.
“Working closely with our client and partners
in Saudi Arabia, we were also able to fully
understand the role the project had within
the Saudi Vision 2030 of ‘delivering a vibrant
society, a thriving economy and an ambitious
nation’.”
Talal bin Khalid Al-Tarify, spokesman of the
King Abdulaziz Camel Festival outlines how

the annual festival has grown to “offer a lot
to Saudis and tourists in terms of history,
heritage and entertainment. Not only will
it include initiatives to raise awareness and
celebrate core regional cultural and heritage
practices, but it will also utilise the latest in
technologies and creative concepts to offer
a one-of-a-kind memorable and fun filled
festival.”
As such, our team didn’t just focus on the
camels, the temporary tented structures
across the site also housed a variety of wider
uses, from a mosque and outdoor camel
auction, to planetarium and children’s
theatre and restaurant.
“The project gave us a fantastic opportunity
to push the boundaries and design for a
different audience, on a project that at
first, we felt we had very little precedence
for in the UK,” says Nick Sweet, Partner
leading our international team. “But when
you think about it, our culture of temporary
music festivals, Formula 1 motor racing and
even agricultural shows all offer similar
challenges of temporary structures and
specific viewing requirements, along with
wider entertainment. But perhaps not with
the accompanying timescales or familiarity
with camels that this project has delivered
for us all!”
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NICK SWEET
PARTNER
nick.sweet@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

GEORGE MAN
URBAN DESIGNER
george.man@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

WHAT MAKES THE MOST
BEAUTIFUL CAMEL?

“

TEMPORARY
TENTED
STRUCTURES
ACROSS THE SITE
ALSO HOUSED
A VARIETY OF
WIDER USES,
FROM A MOSQUE
AND OUTDOOR
CAMEL AUCTION,
TO PLANETARIUM
AND CHILDREN’S
THEATRE AND
RESTAURANT.

• The ratios of the camel’s features are
carefully assessed;…

• How the nose droops, it should be tall and
wise;

• The size of the camel’s head is
considered the most important, it
should be big;

• Whether the ears stand back and are pert;

• Do the lips cover the teeth?

• Strong feet and sturdy long legs;

• The length of the neck, it should be
long and thin;

• Extra points can be gained for
temperament – beauty comes from within;

• The size and shape of the eyes;

• Hair should be curly not straight.

• How high the hump is, where the hump
sits - it should sit on the lower back;

• How long the lashes are, the longer the
better;
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INFRASTRUCTURE:
THE BIG ISSUE
IN JUNE 2017, WE WELCOMED TWO NEW MEMBERS TO THE WORLD OF BARTON
WILLMORE. BEN LEWIS AND TOM CARPEN JOINED US TO LEAD THE NEW
INFRASTRUCTURE AND ENERGY DIVISION OF THE PRACTICE, A SPECIALIST
AREA WE BELIEVE IS A CRITICAL ADDITION TO SECURING THE CONTINUED
SUCCESSFUL DELIVERY OF SMART, SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT UK WIDE.

The importance of infrastructure, of all
types – roads, rail, utilities – in realising
real economic growth for the UK is well
acknowledged now, from government level
down and we are keen to ensure that our new
team’s knowledge supports all our project
work going forwards, to ensure infrastructure
offers maximum benefit to every project we
undertake. Here the guys talk us through
some of their thinking and priorities in their
first four months and how they see the
infrastructure challenge affecting all within
the property industry.
“We are in the midst of an energy revolution.
The economic landscape, developments in
technology, evolving business models and
consumer behaviour are today changing
at an unprecedented rate, creating more
opportunities than ever” - This is the bold
statement that opens National Grid’s 2017
Future Energy Scenarios (FES) document – a
statement that it is impossible to argue with
if the last three months are anything to go by!
But it is not just the energy industry that
is evolving – the use of technological
advancements in transport, energy and
communications have the potential to see

the greatest (and the fastest) evolution of
our towns and cities since the industrial
revolution. How we adapt and evolve in
response to these enhancements is a huge
area of debate. One thing is certain, we
cannot rely on infrastructure providers alone,
the evolution will also have to come from
the development sector and will require a
cultural shift in the way we design, plan,
develop and use the built environment.
The Government’s target of an 80% reduction
in CO2 emissions by 2050 is already predicted
to be unachievable by as early as 2023. The
Government is also pursuing the objectives
of energy security and energy affordability
– two goals which the Industrial Strategy
Commission believe are incompatible and
cannot be simultaneously achieved with
current technology. In conjunction with this,
two thirds of the UK’s current generating
capacity will close by 2030 and is not
currently scheduled to be replaced. Going
forwards if we are to meet the emission
targets, the energy mix we pursue must be
a combination of new generation across
a range of technologies, coupled with a
significant change in consumer behaviour.
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BEN LEWIS
INFRASTRUCTURE AND
ENERGY DIRECTOR
ben.lewis@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

TOM CARPEN
PLANNING ASSOCIATE
tom.carpen@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

Focusing on energy in particular, we now
know that the energy industry faces a
three-fold dilemma – a trilemma if you will,
with issues in terms of security of supply,
sustainability and affordability. The National
Grid FES presented four possible scenarios
for the future of energy in the UK to 2050:

Consumer Power
This is the ‘culture of consumption’ scenario,
where high economic growth continues,
consumers have little inclination to become
environmentally friendly and their behaviour
and appetite for the latest gadgets is
what drives innovation and technological
advancements. Market-led investments mean
spending is focused on sources of smaller
generation that produce short to medium-term
financial returns.

Two Degrees
But with both green ambition and financial
contribution we could prioritise environmental
sustainability. Consumers could make conscious
choices to be greener and can afford technology
to support them, while highly effective policy
interventions enable us to deliver on all forms of
low carbon power and therefore meet the 2050
carbon emissions reduction target.

Steady State
If we were to continue to secure supply and
maintain current short-term thinking - the least
affluent and least green of the scenarios - the
focus is on ensuring security of supply at a low
cost for consumers. There is little money or
appetite for investing in long-term, low carbon
technologies and therefore innovation slows.
This, if we are honest, is the current reality.

Slow Progression
With a little more ‘green ambition,’ but little
financial input, we could look to deliver a longer
term environmental strategy. With limited
money, the focus is on cost-efficient longerterm environmental policies. Effective policy
intervention leads to a mixture of renewable
and low carbon technologies, but high levels of
distributed generation.

-

LESS MONEY AVAILABLE

PROSPERITY

MORE MONEY AVAILABLE

+

As a result, ‘smart’ is the way forward – be
that ‘smart transport’, ‘smart energy’, ‘smart
technology’ or ‘smart consumers’ – all have
a role to play in ‘smart cities’. This is a huge
area of debate with an equally huge range of
opportunities and possible outcomes and one
that we are keen to assist.

-

LESS FOCUS

GREEN AMBITION
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MORE FOCUS

+

Which would you choose?
The two most likely scenarios - Two Degrees
and Slow Progression – when looking at the
simple world of supply and demand, require
a marked reduction of just over 30% in
the total demand for gas and electricity by
2050. This time period will see a significant
decrease in gas demand (circa 50%) for both
heat and power generation, but it will also
see a small increase in electricity demand (as
electric vehicles become more commonplace
and there is a switch from gas to low carbon
sources for heat).

How do we get there?
What’s clear is that the reliance on
traditional centralised energy supply and
demand management must change. Newly
established and emerging technologies
together with decentralised and smart
technologies need to be enabled. We are
starting to see a shift. In 2017 alone, we have
witnessed numerous significant changes
within the energy market which may assist,
from Greg Clark’s announcement of £246m
to boost expertise in battery technology (July
2017), to the approval of the first subsidy-

BOSCH
SMART CITY
2.0
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free solar schemes and record low strike
prices under Contracts for Difference for
Offshore Wind developments, due to cost
reductions in the industry. Even National Grid
is evolving as a system operator to become an
‘impartial enabler, informer and facilitator’.
There is no doubt in our mind however, that
both the ‘Two Degrees’ and ‘Slow Progression’
scenarios need a significant shift in the way
we live and consume energy – a shift towards
‘Smart City’ infrastructure – if we are to
maximise the benefit of decentralisation and
smart technologies. We need to understand
what that means both in terms of the energy
provisions made within our cities and the
wider development of our urban realm.
The expansion of energy storage,
interconnectors and demand flexibility
is where the National Infrastructure
Commission sees the potential to displace
part of the need for new generating capacity,
to save money for businesses and domestic
consumers and help the UK meet its climate
reduction targets. NIC estimates that the
saving could be as large as £8 billion a year
by 2030.
But what is a Smart City?
They are being talked about and trialled
across the world and seem to span so many
sectors and specialisms that it is hard to see
who can lead or feed in to their evolution
- but we have to start somewhere. We are
working in partnership with Bosch to apply
Smart City concepts and Bosch technology
to the UK in practice and it’s helping us
develop a practical understanding of what
a ‘Smart City’ could look like from an urban
and energy perspective. Underpinning the
premise of smart energy in smart cities for
example, is the real time balancing of energy
demand and supply from aggregated data, to
reduce wastage. Bosch’s recent innovation in
this area is the development, in partnership

with the Berlin grid operator, of a smart
grid application which enables supply to be
actively and locally managed in response to
demand.
Although building-integrated renewables, i.e.
solar panels, are more common in the UK, is
there scope for city-region scale technologies
such as solar farms and small modular
reactors (SMRs) to have the flexibility to
supply direct as well as to the grid? London
has seen substantial investment in district
energy in the last 10 years or so, including
£114m in 2014 alone (source GLA). Will it be
possible to evolve gas-based combined heat
and power networks such as those at Kings
Cross and the Olympic Park, to connect to a
smart grid and use hydrogen fuel cells, such
as the one installed in the Walkie Talkie?
Crucially, will the emergence of grid scale
battery storage see communities/cities
selling surplus energy to each other and
new business models developing at the
city-region scale? We can already see this
at the international level; an energy sharing
network operates across Europe with
consumers trading energy they generate
and store in their own homes. Ultimately,
with energy generation and consumption
in close proximity, a smart city can be both
self-sufficient and inter-connected to provide
efficient grid balance locally and nationally.
There are many more questions than
answers, but we believe the innovations
emerging within the sphere of smart cities,
will have an impact on all our development
proposals at some level. It’s a debate we are
going to be at the heart of working closely
with our clients on delivery challenges,
solutions and opportunities. As such, our
work with Bosch is set to continue and
expand and we look forward to updating you
in coming months.
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“

THERE
NEEDS TO BE
A SIGNIFICANT
SHIFT IN THE WAY
WE LIVE AND
CONSUME ENERGY
– A SHIFT TOWARDS
‘SMART CITY’
INFRASTRUCTURE
– IF WE ARE TO
MAXIMISE THE
BENEFIT OF
DECENTRALISATION
AND SMART
TECHNOLOGIES.

”

COMMONWEALTH GAMES:
FOR A CITY OR A REGION?
IT’S CONFIRMED BIRMINGHAM PIPPED LIVERPOOL TO THE POST
AND WILL REPRESENT THE UK IN THE COUNTRY’S BID FOR THE 2022
COMMONWEALTH GAMES. HERE WE REFLECT ON THE CONTINUAL
SUCCESS THE GAMES BROUGHT TO GLASGOW, HIGHLIGHTING
THE EXCITING OPPORTUNITY BIRMINGHAM HAS AHEAD.

The 2014 Commonwealth Games in Glasgow
was widely acclaimed as a success and the
statistics certainly seem to support this. It is
estimated for example, that approximately
1,100 jobs and £50 million in GVA were
generated each year, in the six years leading
up to the Glasgow Games, of which Glasgow
saw the bulk. Spending by visitors, volunteers
and media, is estimated to have supported
3,575 jobs (gross) and contributed £124
million to Scotland’s GVA in 2014 and over
£740 million GVA over the eight-year period
from winning the bid in 2007 to hosting. It is
estimated that the Glasgow games reached a
global audience of 1.5 billion viewers through
international television and radio channels

and, combined with the lasting Glasgow
Cultural programme, has successfully driven
major civic pride in the city. But three years
on, what lasting impression has the Games
had on Glasgow’s urban fabric?
Our Scottish Partner, Stephen Tucker, was
part of the team that secured the planning
consent for the Athletes Village and delivered
the regeneration of Dalmarnock. “From a
regeneration perspective, the Games were
centred on the neighbourhood of Dalmarnock
in the East End of Glasgow, which lies within
the Clyde Gateway Urban Regeneration
Company area boundary. Established in
2008 to lead Scotland’s biggest and most

KATHRYN VENTHAM
PARTNER
kathryn.ventham@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

STEPHEN TUCKER
PARTNER
stephen.tucker@
bartonwillmore.co.uk
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“But it is the Village that has probably had the
most significant and large-scale impact upon
the local environment of Glasgow’s East End,”
says Stephen. “We are currently engaged by
City Legacy Ltd. on a planning application for
Phase II of the Athletes Village, which will, in
total, deliver some 700 new homes (over half
of them for private sale). This will not only
change the physical look of Dalmarnock, but
bring new people into the area, particularly
homeowners who would not previously have
chosen to stay there.”
Reviewing reactions to the new housing
locally, concerns have focused around the
timely delivery of service infrastructure. “This
is certainly fair and given the timescales
for the Commonwealth Games, possibly
unavoidable,” says Stephen, “but the recent
decision by Glasgow City Council to build a
new primary school in the area, alongside
investment in local community facilities, will
certainly go some way to resolving this issue.
In my, and many other people’s view, there is
no doubt the existing local community has
benefitted, but they have also had to endure
extensive demolition and construction works
and that is hard for any community to take.
The wider East End and city community view
the Games as a positive and there is no doubt
that the Clyde Gateways efforts to transform
the East End were immeasurably improved by
the Games because of the speed, scale and
concentration of change. Long term change
in the way people live their lives and their
attitudes to health and fitness takes time to

happen (and measure), but the infrastructure
is there and Glasgow and the East End has
changed for the better.”
Who’s next
Both Liverpool and Birmingham submitted
bids for the 2022 Games in the hope of
benefitting from the same success as Glasgow.
Planning Director, Greg Dickson based in
our Manchester office who was obviously
rooting for Liverpool explained. “With such
a tremendous sporting pedigree and world
class stadia, plus Liverpool’s previous status
as European Capital of Culture, I felt Liverpool
had a good chance of being selected. Building
on both the Liverpool City Centre regeneration
programme which is already well under-way
in the city, the development of new stadia
and facilities to support the Games would
accelerate and enhance infrastructure growth
whilst also being a spectacular catalyst for
North Liverpool’s waterfront and associated
neighbourhoods.” Greg was keen to highlight
that success doesn’t end here for the city. “I
see the forthcoming local plan and spatial plan
for the City Region as providing huge prospects
for Liverpool. It’s a chance for the city to
spread growth and development beyond the
City of Liverpool to adequately secure benefits
for the City Region as a whole.”

Image courtesy of City Legacy Homes

ambitious regeneration programme, Clyde
Gateway utilised their compulsory purchase
powers to acquire the land needed to
accommodate the Games, which led to the
delivery of the Emirates Arena, Sir Chris
Hoy Velodrome, Tollcross International
Swimming Centre and the Glasgow Green
National Hockey Centre. There’s no doubt
these facilities have left an impressive
sporting legacy for the city and transformed
the physical environment in the East End of
Glasgow, particularly around Bridgeton and
Dalmarnock.”

Housing for the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow.
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And so to Birmingham...
As the youngest city in Europe, Birmingham
now carries all our UK hopes for hosting the
2022 Games. “I do think the City’s promise to
manage risk, existing infrastructure and its
plan and dedication for a long-term sporting
legacy were key factors in the bids success,”
says Kathryn Ventham, one of the Partner’s
leading our Birmingham team, “as was the
clear dedication to youth development.”
Centrally located in the UK with fantastic
road, rail and air links, Birmingham is
perhaps an obvious city for the games
due to its location. But like Greg, Kathryn
highlighted that this isn’t just about the City’s
success. “The Birmingham bid demonstrated
the benefits and opportunities hosting the
games would bring to the wider region,
bringing investment and infrastructure to
communities that need it most. With venues
stretching as far as Coventry, it’s easy to
see the wide and positive effects the Games
are likely to have on the wider region and
therefore a large number of communities.”
The Birmingham proposal focuses very
much on the use of existing facilities
rather than wholesale regeneration – the
proposals for the Victoria Square to be
turned into a temporary basketball venue
looks phenomenal. Sitting alongside
this is the proposed Urban Street Festival
(incorporating free running, skateboarding,
BMX amongst others) – with a real attempt

to capture and inspire the community and
promote a healthy lifestyle.
Andy Street (Mayor for the West Midlands
Combined Authority) has tremendous
ambitions for the region and has already
confirmed significant investment in
infrastructure packages which he wants
to see delivered before 2022. The one
challenge the region faces is to get the full
engagement of the whole region and how to
spread the investment and ethos – the Black
Country can feel hard done by with only
Sandwell seeing any events. Large regional
towns and cities (Wolverhampton, Walsall
and Dudley) are not yet earmarked for any
events, so while there may be some spin-off
benefits, those in the Black Country feel that
they are missing out on a significant amount
of potential income. “The challenge is to get
(and keep) the whole region engaged post
the Games,” says Kathryn. “Naturally the
proposals are Birmingham focused, but we
are so much more than Birmingham and this
is a great opportunity for the world to learn
about the wider West Midlands region.”
“This would clearly require the whole of
the region to be engaged in the Games, but
with some of the finer details of the bid yet
to be finalised, I do think there is a good
opportunity for engaging with the Black
Country (and Coventry) further, to make a
true showcase for the region.”
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“

BIRMINGHAM’S
PROMISE TO
INVEST IN ITS
YOUTH ALONG
WITH INVESTING IN
SPORT BEYOND THE
COMMONWEALTH
GAMES WAS ONE
OF THE KEY DRAWS
FOR BIRMINGHAM
TO WIN THE BID.

”

MEET THE TEAM:
BIRMINGHAM
BIRMINGHAM, THE UK’S SECOND CITY. THE CENTRAL HUB OF THE
UK, ONE OF THE LARGEST CITIES IN EUROPE AND NOW THE NEW
HOME FOR OUR MIDLANDS TEAM. IN THE PAST, THE CITY HAS OFTEN
STRUGGLED WITH ITS SELF-IMAGE, FINDING ITSELF A VICTIM OF BRUTAL,
OVERBEARING POST-WWII TOWN PLANNING. HOWEVER, THE CITY IS
COMING BACK WITH A BANG, WITH A WEALTH OF REGENERATION TAKING
PLACE IN THE CITY AND SOME OF THE UK’S LARGEST CORPORATIONS
MOVING THEIR HQS TO THIS DYNAMIC, EXCITING AND PROSPEROUS CITY.
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“Over the last decade, Birmingham has
undergone a significant transformation,” says
Associate Stephenie Hawkins. “The intense
regeneration of the city centre, along with the
successful upgrade of New Street train station
and the opening of Grand Central is key in the
success of not only the city, but the wider West
Midlands region.”
This regeneration is key to the success of the
city, explains Director Ben Taylor. “The arrival
of HS2 and its Curzon Street Station will help
Birmingham cement itself as the UK’s second
city. This will have a transformational impact
on the areas of Digbeth and Eastside, bringing
investment and life to the area.”
Poor connectivity has restricted growth and
development in various parts of the city.
Ben continues, “The ring road has created
a concrete collar around the city centre,
restricting how central areas connect with
one another. The over-engineered transport
infrastructure of the 1960s resulted in a
network of segregated highways and subways,
creating a harsh and unattractive pedestrian
experience, affecting the perception of the

city as a result.” That poor connectivity has
resulted in a city that is ‘difficult to read,’ with
large overbearing concrete structures and no
clear public realm to help you navigate. There
has however, been a shift over the last 20 years
to remove the ‘collar’ and reconnect areas. The
City is now reaping the rewards as the horizon
is filled with cranes and investors are snapping
up the remaining development parcels.
Regeneration is helping Birmingham shake
off the drab, archaic and dull perceptions of
the past. It’s going well, but some areas still
lack a clear identity. Senior Planner Daniel
Wilson feels one of these areas is the prime
real estate of New Street. “Our main shopping
street is crying out to be revitalised. So much
investment has gone in to transforming the
railway station and yet New Street itself lacks
a distinct sense of place. When someone
disembarks from New Street Station there is
no ‘Yes I’m here!’ sensation. I really think this
needs to be addressed if we are to become a
true destination - a city to take notice of.”
There is clearly a strategic opportunity here.
An opportunity for planners, urban and
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“

KEY AREAS
IN THE CITY ARE
STILL LACKING
A CLEAR
IDENTITY.

”

landscape designers to work collaboratively
with the retail community and city shoppers,
to create a truly transformative greener realm,
worthy of the surrounding landmark projects.
“This is no doubt down to the focus of attention
on the Bullring,” explains Nicole Roe, Planning
Associate. “The city has developed an attractive
and highly successful retail offer over the
last decade - adding the Mailbox renovation,
Grand Central, John Lewis and Selfridges to
the list - which has taken up a huge amount of
the available investment. This has cemented
Birmingham’s position as the top shopping
destination in the UK outside of London, but
New Street certainly now needs the same
attention.”
The regeneration of the city provides the
opportunity to improve connectivity and create
spaces as destinations in order to connect the
city. Associate Planner Stacey Green explains
that by “improving the pedestrian/cycle route
from the city centre to the Jewellery Quarter,
we could open up this historically significant
area and expose this quirky and creative hub
of the city. The area is home to many great
restaurants and bars, with opportunity for
further investment. There are a number of
beautiful buildings in the area offering huge
development potential, raising the areas
profile and opening up more investment
opportunities.”
The city’s current Commonwealth Games
bid could provide a fantastic opportunity for
the city to make its mark both nationally and
internationally. Senior Planner Jessica Evans
thinks Birmingham could become a “City
of Sport,” and that by “utilising Edgbaston
Cricket ground, making the most of our four
major football teams and the recent UK
Commonwealth Games bid, could position
Birmingham as a sporting location, increasing
its profile and turning it into a destination city.”
Having delivered the planning permission for
the new £340m PF2 Midland Metropolitan
Hospital (MMH) on behalf of Carillion and the
Solihull and West Birmingham Hospitals NHS
Trust, Planning Associate, Antony Harding is
excited about the future prospect of a new

children’s hospital for the city. “To date,
service provision has been transformed
under the dynamic leadership of SarahJane Marsh as Birmingham Women’s
and Children’s NHS Foundation Trust’s
CEO. There is now a real opportunity for
a world class Children’s Hospital to be
achieved.” The new wave of health renewal
is timely, as Birmingham’s cosmopolitan
renaissance will help attract the best
health professionals. “We need to create
health developments that are adaptable
for technological advancements, whilst
providing the right care for Birmingham’s
diverse and growing population. The
provision of modern health facilities will
help retain the city’s medical graduates in
the region, but we need to ensure that the
right housing tenure, in the right locations, is
available to retain and attract NHS staff in the
city.”
Retaining graduates is key to stopping the ‘brain
drain’ from the city. With five universities in
Birmingham, it is vital that the city becomes and
remains an attractive, viable and prosperous
area to retain its graduates. Birmingham is a
young city, with reports stating that 45.7% of
residents are under 30. “With such a young
population in the city, we need to ensure that
we adapt and evolve to provide a city that
appeals to a young audience,” says Partner
Kathryn Ventham. “Appropriate housing, good
job prospects and a vibrant city scene are all
needed to avoid ‘brain drain’ and make the city a
desired place to work, live and play.”
Finally, Senior Partner Mark Sitch looks to the
future. “The team and I are excited to be part
of such an exciting and evolving city. As the
regeneration takes shape, the opportunity
for improved connectivity and joined up
thinking grows, helping build an exciting and
sought-after location. The announcement that
Birmingham will be the UK’s representative
city for the Commonwealth Games highlights
the faith and confidence that is now instilled
in the city as a world-class platform for the
UK. I am excited for what the future holds for
Birmingham and it’s great to now be located in
the middle of the action.”
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“

WE NEED TO
CREATE HEALTH
DEVELOPMENTS
THAT ARE
ADAPTABLE FOR
TECHNOLOGICAL
ADVANCEMENTS,
WHILST PROVIDING
THE RIGHT CARE
FOR BIRMINGHAM’S
DIVERSE AND
GROWING
POPULATION.

”
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www.bartonwillmore.co.uk/
Offices/Birmingham
T: 0121 711 5151
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